Computational algorithm for deterministic quantification of the contribution of radiation reflected from large surfaces
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1. Introduction

Based on our measurements in indoor nuclear environments, we can say that, in general, the dose from reflected radiation is 2 percent towards the dose from the direct radiation if no additional shielding is applied to the radiation sources.

When dose is mainly originating from low-power sources in the line of sight, the contribution of albedo is, in average, non-significant. However, if high-power sources, behind non-continuous, but strong shields (e.g. behind a low wall) are present, then neglecting reflected radiation may lead to serious underestimation.

2. Objectives

Our primary goal of this study is to develop time-efficient computerized algorithms, to calculate dose from shielded gamma sources, including contribution of the radiation "reflected" from large surfaces, e.g. walls of a room.

The more general aim is improvement of the Halden Plannner, a sophisticated software tool, created for characterization and monitoring in nuclear environments, developed at the Institute for Energy Technology in Norway, within the frame of the OECD Halden Reactor Project.

3. Methods

We have developed a software tool that permits rapid assessment of dose from shielded gamma sources. The dosimetric code is written in R-language. For visualization of the simulation process we use the capabilities of OpenGL.

In the calculations, we take into account single scattering from walls, floors, ceilings, and other objects with large surfaces inside a room. Scattering in the air is ignored.

Objects, in our model, are represented by 3D meshes, they have a simple transcription, and can easily be created using common 3D editors.


Radiation emitted by isotropic point sources is represented by a superposition of collimated beams, using a regular polyhedral model. We track the path of each "collimated" beam, and perform calculation for the scattered radiation dose. In the calculations we take into account both, single scattering, and multiple quantum "walks" in the reflecting matter.

4. Results

1. Point source with week shielding

*Dimensions of the shield: 0,980x0,330x0,5 m
Dimensions of the room: 10x10x3 m
Albedo = 2.3*10⁻¹¹ m²/Sv/h
Direct dose rate = 5.5*10⁻¹² m²/Sv/h*

2. Point source with strong shielding

*Dimensions of the shield: 8,00x0,330x0,5 m
Dimensions of the room: 10x10x3 m
Albedo = 4.2*10⁻¹¹ m²/Sv/h
Direct dose rate = 5.5*10⁻¹² m²/Sv/h*

The model radiation source is an isotropic point source. The result of our calculations is sensitive to the resolution applied for simulating the emitted radiation as a superposition of mono-directional beams, that is, the number of the faces of the isosceleshed applied.

5. Conclusions

In rooms, where gamma sources are behind (but not enclosed by) shields of large thicknesses (> 3 cm of lead), the contribution of reflected radiation is comparable with dose from the direct beam and thus, radiation reflection may become critical, in designing protection of personnel, indoors. Actual doses of the staff could reach 2 times the doses calculated with no reflection.

Application of our algorithms permits optimization of shielding configurations in situations, where reflected radiation is not negligible.
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